
A02:   THE RELATIVE  VALUE OF THE BIBLE ON TEACHING THE MEANING 
AND PURPOSE OF LIFE.  

  

For Christians the Bible has authority.  Whether fundamental in their world view or liberal all 

would agree that the Bible is in some way the word of God because the Bible contains God’s 

revelation and is an inspired text.  Therefore, to a greater or lesser extent, all would say the 

Bible has at least some value on providing an answer to ‘what is the meaning and purpose of 

life.’ 

 

As we have already seen from the passages studied, the Bible offers Christians an account of 

our salvation history.  Through creating the world and everything in it and placing humankind 

in charge God offers humanity the ability to be a reflection of God. ‘In his image he made 

them; male and female he created them.’  In our concupiscence humanity  break the relationship 

with God and through the person of Jesus God redeems humanity.   Essentially then, our 

purpose in life is to re-establish a right relationship with God.  To come to know and love him 

in this world so as to be happy with him forever in the next. 

 

There are many other passages that offer the answer to the meaning and purpose of life which 

you should revisit and ensure you are able to refer to these in your essay writing.  Use the 

passages specified by Eduqas and other additional passages which offer an insight into this 

question. 

 

THE BIBLE HAS RELATIVE VALUE.  The challenge from Science. 
For some Christians however, the Bible is not the only source which gives us an answer to 

the meaning and purpose of life.  Scientific exploration is ever growing.  Theories such as 

Big Bang and Evolution answer the question of how we are here; how there is this world 

today.  For some Christians, the Bible is the only possible source which contains the answers 

to the meaning of life so there is a clear rejection of any scientific ideas that offer contrary 

answers to the Bible.   For others, the recognition of the Bible as a collection of books, 

recorded (as a result of some form of divine inspiration) by those whose experience of God 

led them to write using various genres, enables them to accept both science and Biblical 

teachings.   Essentially, liberal Christians would make a distinction between theological 

truths and scientific truths.  There is, after all, no reason why an omnipresent, omniscient, 

transcendent God, cannot be the director of the evolutionary process since he is the creator of 

all.  The Big Bang theory still requires a first cause.  Thus, both science and religion can be 

held simultaneously in providing answers to the meaning and purpose of life. 

 

THE BIBLE HAS RELATIVE VALUE – Challenge from secularisation and pluralism 
It must be recognised that Christian ideology has greatly influenced British society.  The code 

of morality is reflected in the law – not only is it a sin to murder, steal, or bear false witness, 

these are also criminal acts punishable by law.  The Bibles guide on moral behaviour towards 

others such as ‘love they neighbour’ is a key tenant of Christianity.  But would it be right to 

conclude that without Christianity humans would be morally wayward?  Surely the desire to 

‘treat others as you wish to be treated’ is relevant to all and extends beyond Christianity.  

Indeed, there seems parity between secular ideas of how to enjoy life, treat others well, 



support social justice.  Christians and people of other faiths or no faith share an equal passion 

for justice and fairness.  Thus, the Bible has relative value for other sources again offer 

similar guidance. 

 

THE BIBLE HAS RELATIVE VALUE:  Problem of evil 
 

The reality of suffering raises crucial questions about the nature of God.  (Here, you can make 

links with ethics). How can an all loving , all powerful God allow any sort of suffering.  To 

some extent the Bible answers this question.  The story of the fall squarely places the 

responsibility on humanity.  It is due to our disobedience and desire to behave as though we 

are God that allows evil and suffering into the world.  The book of Job (part of the wisdom 

writings) again makes an attempt to explain how it is that good people suffer.  Nonetheless, 

this problem is rarely resolved fully.  Natural evil still occurs.  Is this really the result of human 

sinfulness?  (Some may argue that it is how we have abused the resources and failed in 

stewardship that has caused much of the imbalance.  Climate change) 

 

Perhaps the Bible does offer some answer to this question then.  In Auschwitz, on the wall of 

a concentration camp, was written ‘where is God?’  and underneath it the response was ‘where 

is humanity?’   The Bible certainly exhorts us to act humanly for justice for all.   

 

 

TASK:  This would be a typical A02 question 

 

 

For each of these possible conclusions give evidence and examples. 

It should be about half a side of A4 for each one. 

Do this in your exercise book. 

 

 

 

 


